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This paper describes education software, developed in Matlab environment using GUI.
Application allows visual demonstration of carrier recovery problems of digital modulations
techniques, especially in case of phase shift keying. Controlling of GaGe CompuScope
card is realized by basic functions provided by manufacturer in Software Development Kit
and their modifications. Synchronization is realized by algorithms based on Maximum
Likelihood Estimation (MLE).
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Introduction

Graphical User Interface (GUI) is very useful tool for developing of simple applications, which allows user control the program or for settings function’s arguments. Thus
we used that for creation of education software. Software is presently used in laboratory
exercise of the course Communication Theory for demonstration of the carrier recovery
in digital communications, especially in systems using phase shift keying.
Simulations of the synchronization systems are applied on real signals obtained from
the generator of digital modulations SMIQ02B (Rhode&Schwarz) digitized by A/D input
card CompuScope 1250.
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GaGe CompuScope 1250

CompuScope 1250 (CS 1250) is basic product of analog input PCI card designed by
GaGe. It features 12 bit resolution and 50 MS/s sampling rate in single channel mode
and 25 MS/s in dual channel mode. Sampling rates 20 MS/s and 10 MS/s in single
channel mode, 10 MS/s and 5 MS/s in dual channel mode are also available. The card
has 1 MSample (12 bit) depth of RAM, it can be upgraded up to 8 MSample. Other
parameters are listed bellow:
• Impedance 1MΩ, 25 pF or 50 Ω, software selectable
• Coupling AC or DC
• Bandwidth 25 MHz
• Voltage Range up to ± 5 V
• Accuracy ± 0,5% of full scale
• SNR 60 dB@ 50 MS/s.
Software Development Kit (SDK) for Matlab and SDK for C++ are available. SDK for
Matlab was used, which contains basic functions for controlling of card.
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Graphical User Interface

The part of the main application window used for setup is shown in Figure 1. Users
can work with previously saved signals or configure sample rate and directly capture signal
from card’s input. Students can only set sample rate, symbol rate, Signal to Noise Ratio
(SNR), baseband or passband simulation and type of synchronization system.

Figure 1: Setting of simulation parameters
Initialization of card, which includes setting of sample rate, selection of single or dual
mode, voltage range etc. must be performed at first.
If the passband simulation is selected, RF signal is demodulated. Demodulation is
realized by Costas Loop or by the Adaptive Phase Tracking (APT) system. Costas loop
can be used for BPSK, QPSK and 8PSK. The block diagram of the Costas loop is shown
in Figure 2.
Adaptive Phase Tracking is next synchronization system, which can be used for BPSK
and QPSK. This system is very fast, but needs high sample rate. We assume, that one
symbol of received signal contains information about many rising edges of carrier. This
information is compared with information retrieved from recovered carrier. If the phase
offset between received and recovered carrier is detected, phase of the recovered carrier
is corrected. Requirement of high sample rate result from this assumption, because for
good resolution we need fs = 16fc , where fs is sample rate and fc is carrier frequency
[4].
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Figure 2: Block diagram of the Costas loop
If the baseband simulation is selected, baseband signals (I-arm and Q-arm) from signal
generator are captured, processed and then used for phase error detection and correction.
This system is known as the Phase Derotator shown in Figure 3. Detection is performed
by Maximum Likelihood estimation and correction by CORDIC algorithm. Results of
baseband simulation shown, that this system has good properties in case of SNR higher
than 20 dB.
Simulation can start after complete setting of parameters. If the initialization of card
is not correct, program is terminated and user must repeat settings. The buttons for
result display are enabled when simulation is completed.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of Phase Derotator

Figure 4 shows main window with graphical representation of results. Students can
display demodulated signals in time, IQ diagram of demodulated signals, RF spectrum
of signals and baseband spectrum. Differences between various types of modulations are
seen from frequency domain and that is good for students.

Figure 4: Main window with graphical representation of an 8PSK processing
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Conclusion

The simple education software, created in Matlab environment was presented in this
paper. Program uses only basic components of the Matlab: GUI and Signal Processing
Toolbox. Software Development Kit for CompuScope card was used for controlling of
A/D card. Students have simple tool for graphical representation of phase shift keying
synchronization problems.
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